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His own education has been based on mastering the cultural vocabulary of white America, and although he is
respected in the quarter for his high level of academic achievement, Grant knows that he is only helping to
perpetuate this system. As many narrative poems would be, it is highly emotional. Gaines, whose previous
novels include "A Gathering of Old Men" and "The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman," admirably manages
to sustain the somber tone of the issues confronting the black citizens of Bayonne. Exact author. All I saw in
the story was some Irishmen meeting in a room and talking politics. Although Jefferson does not seem to have
much in common with Christ at this point in the book, he learns from his ordeal in prison. I am not that kind of
person, but I want you to be. Without Miss Emma or Tante Lou, it seems natural to conclude that Grant would
have stagnated in his despair and spent his life feeling angry and irritable. She becomes yet another reason
why Grant must save Jefferson's dignity, if not save him from execution. Though their successes are important
because they provide hope, they are no more alive to average people than historical heroes like Frederick
Douglass or Nat Turner, because their integration of sports has so little effect on daily life. I heard it
everywhere. The social distance between the college-educated Grant and Jefferson appears as great as that
between the races, and class differences often frustrate their ability to communicate. This church and
community that the women around him are all involved in just seem to Grant to be the same thing, a vicious
circle of submission. Why, I would just as soon put a hog in the electric chair as this. Both men find
Christianity problematic because of the deeply unjust conditions to which African-Americans are subjected by
white people. Despite his reluctance, he is eventually forced to overcome his defeatist attitude and accept the
sense of responsibility that Tante Lou and Miss Emma are trying to instill in him. Justice, gentlemen? Gaines's
skill that he makes the conflicts convincing. Although each of these deaths seems circumstantial, in aggregate
they point to a potent, systemic combination of poverty and racial oppression. What had that to do with
America, especially with my people? For that reason, Grant, who makes no secret of his disdain for Jefferson,
reluctantly becomes their instrument in trying to save him from disgrace. A black primary school teacher,
Grant Wiggins, narrates the story of Jefferson, the prisoner, whose resignation to his execution lends credence
to the lesson of Grant's own teacher, Matthew Antoine: the system of Jim Crow will break down educated men
like Grant and prisoners like Jefferson to "the nigger you were born to be. You could give something to her, to
me, to those children in the quarter. Also, perhaps this is one of the reasons that Miss Emma and Tante Lou
were so convinced that Grant could help the condemned manâ€”because they could see the link between them
and the possibility for a learning experience. Both men believe that the opportunity to live life to its fullest is
an important component of human dignity. It is a tribute to Mr. Just go on and be the nigger you were born to
be, but forget about life. Without them, Grant, with his feelings of disgust, would likely spend his life hating
everything around him and this would be intolerable. But that doesn't mean they're not universal. The New
England abolitionist preacher William Ellery Channing observed just before the Civil War that "there are
seasons, in human affairs, of inward and outward revolution, when new depths seem to be broken up in the
soul, when new wants are unfolded in multitudes, and a new and undefined good is thirsted for.


